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Abstract. This article refers to the Central European countries by meaning the Visegrad Group countries (V4) — Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland, and Slovakia. The development of the Visegrad Group aimed on integration to the Euro-Atlantic structures fulfilled its promise, nevertheless, the membership in Western structures does not necessarily mean the loss of Russian influence in the region of Central Europe. On the contrary, the region’s connection to Russia developed in the past remained to some extent even after the process of political transition in particular countries. Such connections are responsible for foreign policy discourse with a plethora of questions and misunderstandings on issues related to the political attitudes of Visegrad members towards Russia and some contradictory stances of the V4 countries among themselves as well with respect to Brussels. The EU’s politics of sanctions towards Russia is having a direct, counterproductive effect in Visegrad, what is resulting in undermined relations and weakened coherence inside the EU with the emergence of anti-Western and pro-Russian political parties that creates the space for Russian foreign policy to achieve more influence in the region. This article is analyzing the background of such discourse and some of the reasons behind the pro-Russian sentiment or discrepancies and non-coherence of the EU members’ opinions on Russia. At the same time, the awareness of the outcomes of this article can be relevant in analyzing the possibilities to avoid the deepening of the conflictual foreign policy between the EU and Russia, or the Visegrad and Russia, respectively. The research is built on both, primary and secondary sources, related mainly to the evolution of relations in specific areas between both sides. The mentioned historical perspective creates the basis of the analysis and is further put into contemporary discourse to find the answers on the question: what are the reasons for non-coherence of the EU and Visegrad towards the policy against Russia? To achieve the above-mentioned results, the analysis is provided in chronological perspective using the mixed methods by exploring the official documents, scholarly articles published on the topic, and public polls as well.
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Historical Perspective on Russia — Visegrad Relations

To understand the nature of relations between Russia and Visegrad countries, it is inevitable to take a look at the historical background of the two’s affiliation. The common experience of the Visegrad Group countries with their communist past and their existence under the influence of the USSR since the end of the Second World War until late 1989 has left huge “heritage” and interconnections on the post-Soviet regions including the leading successor of the USSR — the Russian Federation. To overcome the negatives and to adapt on a new, democratic political system in association with Western Europe [Marušiak 2013b: 31] more smoothly, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland decided in 1991 to establish the Visegrad Group, however, its formation was “particularly influenced by Austria’s lack of interest in developing of a partnership with the democratizing post-Communist states of Central Europe” [Cabada 2018: 170]. This coalition, since the split of Czechoslovakia also known as the V4, was important not only for a transition process of the political system in the member countries but its foundation was aimed also to become beneficial for integration into the Euro-Atlantic structures like NATO and the European Union. Restitution of democratic system, acquiring the economic and political relations with the West and diversifying the energy sources from Russia can be assumed as a political “restart” aimed to begin a new chapter without the influence of Russia; nevertheless, it was not as obvious. Mentioned processes were not in every V4 country as smooth as one would depict, mainly due to the different ideas of political representatives on further development mainly in regard to foreign policy and relations with Russia.

This is related primarily to the case of Slovakia and the ideas of its prime ministers until 1998. During the short period of the federative state of Czechs and Slovaks (1990—1992), the Prime Minister of Slovakia Ján Čarnogurský (1991—1992) was not a strict proponent of Western integration mainly in terms of NATO membership, rather, his view was linked with the idea of bridge between East and West with Slovak EU membership and closer cooperation.

of “Slavic Europe” and Russian Federation [Marušiak 2015: 32]. Such an identity-oriented idea of political cooperation with Russia was later partly followed by Čarnogursky’s successor Vladimir Mečiar, the Slovak head of government until 1998. Nevertheless, the foreign policy of Slovakia during Mečiar’s rule had among the key points the EU and NATO accession [Marušiak 2013a: 45], however, the prime minister was not eager enough to find the way of Slovakia from the Russian — mainly economic dependence, furthermore, he rather became inspired by non-transparent privatization and undemocratic tendencies as strong state control of the mass-media or using of power structures for his political aims — authoritarian tendencies that were prevalent in post-communist space with Russian influence [Cameron, Orenstein 2013: 2]. Thus, thanks to Mečiar’s government Slovakia earned the status of “deviant country in Central Europe” [Szomolányi 2004: 149] and his foreign policy orientation was in a part responsible for the shifting of Slovakia closer towards Russia [Dangerfield 2012: 961].

The Soviet and Russian Foreign Policy towards Visegrad Group Countries after 1989

In fact, the mentioned “development” in Slovakia until the end of Mečiar’s government in 1998 was in a part successful foreign policy of the USSR, and later of Russia as its successor state after the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991. This assumption is connected partially to the “Kvitsinsky doctrine”2 at the beginning of the 1990s which was aimed at foreign and security policy of the former Soviet satellite states of Central Europe to prevent their membership in security alliance of the West after the dissolution of Warsaw Treaty, and so they should create a buffer zone between the NATO and the USSR, Russia respectively [Duleba 1998: 24]. However, the Visegrad countries — Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland signed new treaties with Russia as a successor of the USSR in 1992, but they refused to include such security provisions in the new bilateral treaties and prevented the implementation of the “Kvitsinsky doctrine” in practice. Nevertheless, the new political situation after the split of Czechoslovakia in 1993 allowed Russian foreign policy to follow some patterns similar to the “Kvitsinsky doctrine” mainly in Slovakia. These patterns are referring more precisely to the “Kozyrev doctrine”3 adopted by Russia in 1992—1993, which aimed on same security issues of Central European countries intending to prevent of expelling Russia’s interests from region, and in contrary to “Kvitsinsky’s”, the “Kozyrev’s doctrine” should avoid of creating of buffer zone in Central Europe that would isolate Russia from the West.

The new treaty that Slovakia signed with Russia lacked the coordination with its Visegrad partners what compelled Slovakia to “accept the Russian ideas on the way of building up the European security architecture” and make it more difficult for Slovakia to try and accede to the Western security structures [Duleba 1998: 30—31].

Moreover, there was also another economic instrument of Russia’s foreign policy to influence some developments in Central Europe. This is connected to unresolved economic issues like Soviet financial debt to the V4 countries stemming from The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON) cooperation which was after the split of the USSR transferred on Russia. The debt consisted of around 3.5 billion USD to the Czech Republic, 1.7 billion USD to Hungary, and 1.6 billion USD to Slovakia, while Russia offered to pay it by deliveries of military components [Duleba 1998: 92]. The Czech Republic has refused to sign such compensation of the Soviet debt keeping in mind its future in NATO, while Hungary agreed, and

2 Kvitsinsky doctrine named after the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR Yuliy Kvitsinsky. According to Duleba [1998: 24] this policy can be summed as: the countries of Central Europe cease to be Soviet satellites, and as sovereign actors of international relations should agree with the status of a buffer zone between NATO and USSR.

3 Kozyrev doctrine named after Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev, promoted a pro-Western approach, expecting Western assistance in Russia’s transition to democracy, its development of market economy and treating Russia as an equal partner by the West [Sangtu 2006: 149].
its dual armaments supplies, both, from the West and Russia was acceptable for NATO membership. On the contrary, Slovakia, during Mečiar’s government accepted Russia’s offer for refunding its debt by military deliveries, however, under very obscure circumstances, as Duleba states: “The debt is paying off by the Russian government to Russian business companies in the Slovak Republic” [Duleba 1998: 93]. Nevertheless, the rest of the debts owed to Visegrad countries from Soviet era were refunded by Russia until the end of 2013⁴, and as it was outlined, a part of the debt to Slovakia was returned in various commodities among which were also military supplies or upgrades of the MiG-29 jet fighters⁵.

The government of Vladimir Mečiar together with accepting the “Kozyrev’s doctrine” led to the fact that Slovakia did not join the NATO in 1999 in contrary to its Visegrad partners which were in the signing of bilateral agreements with Russia more cautious. The foreign policy under the “Kozyrev’s doctrine” clearly illustrates Russia’s security issues and its opposition towards the possibility of NATO enlargement in Central Europe [Racz 2014: 65] as well it indicates the patterns of Russia’s European policy [Pôti 2006: 117].

Visegrad Towards the Joining of the EU and NATO

The results of Slovak parliamentary elections in 1998 has brought a new government composed of democratically oriented political parties [Szomolányi 2000: 77] that were more inclined towards the EU and NATO membership, hence its foreign politics was oriented primarily on the West. Slovak aspiration for membership in Euro-Atlantic structures was supported also by the rest of its partners in the V4 (mainly by Poland) whose membership at that time was just a question of a formal act and their support of Slovakia as the wish for revitalizing the Visegrad cooperation [Marušiak 2015: 33]. However, the Washington Summit in 1999 granted the NATO membership only to the rest of Visegrad Group and Slovakia obtained only the aspirant status — as it had just a very little period to provide changes in its politics after Mečiar’s government.

After the NATO enlargement by the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland in 1999, Russian foreign policy experts understood that this process is irreversible and that the new way of cooperation strategy in the region of Central Europe is needed. Despite the establishment of Russia’s quasi-member status created by the 1997 NATO — Russia Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Cooperation and Security have renewed Russia’s place on the security constellation in Europe, however, it does not granted Russia any veto power [Blank 1998: 118] what has been demonstrated by 1999 Kosovo crisis. Furthermore, even granted the veto power of Russia in the UN’s Security Council did not prevent the military action of NATO in Kosovo what meant Russia’s deeper isolation from the development of security in Europe. NATO’s eastward expansion has brought direct opposition from the Russian side as it existentially concerned its security issues. This assumption is developed on the content of The Basic Provisions of the Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation approved by Boris Yeltsin in 1993 that is referring to the list of “key external military dangers to Russia, the expansion of military blocks and alliances” [Fedorov 2013: 319].

The period until 2000 was significant for the struggle of foreign policy dominance between Russia and Euro-Atlantic structures to establish their ideas on security policy in the European, post-Soviet region [Gerasyumchuk 2014: 44]. The success of NATO enlargement indicates the loss of Russian dominance in the region, and according to this, the relations between Russia and the V4 after 2000 could be understood more or less only in pragmatic, and economic means with Russia’s intentions to attain more influence on the energy market of Visegrad countries.

Russia and Visegrad’s Energy Market

Since it was clearly sure that Slovakia will join its Visegrad partners in NATO in next enlargement in 2004, and accordingly, Russia has lost in this perspective its effect on security issues and military export even more with regards to fact that the V4 countries and its armed forces will sooner or later rearm its equipment on Western, NATO-compatible units. Therefore, enhancing the influence on the energy market together with the economic sector of Central Europe remained the most vital objective for Russia in order to maintain its presence in the Central European region.

Thanks to the Soviet development of energy infrastructure in the Central European countries during the communist period, it was not a very hard task for Russia to achieve influence on the V4 countries’ energy markets even after the post-communist political transition. The existence of the “Yamal” gas-pipeline in Poland and the “Brotherhood” gas-pipeline in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, both stemming in Russia, is crucial for gas deliveries not only for the Central European region but for the other European countries as well. Together with the “Druzhba” (Friendship) oil-pipeline crossing through all Visegrad countries it makes a very vulnerable tool of Russian foreign policy in the region, with the effect on the whole EU, thus, the energy security is a major theme of the Visegrad Group [Fawn 2014: 12]. However, each of the V4 countries is dependent on these deliveries to a different extent. The existence of such energy interconnections is creating space for Russian foreign policy having an impact on the countries in the region by bargaining through Russian energy companies.

This has been proved for instance during the 2009 gas crisis when Russia stopped deliveries of natural gas to Ukraine [Mišík 2012: 69]. The disruption meant that no gas from Russia was further delivered to Europe via Ukraine for 11 days, as a result of disagreement over the gas prices between Russia and Ukraine. Among the Visegrad countries, this crisis harmed the most to Slovak economy, which lost around 1 billion EUR subsequently to limited or halted production in factories [Tarnawski 2015: 132], while Slovak prime minister, Robert Fico accused the Ukrainian side from responsibility of such situation and called for drawing of political consequences with regards to Slovak support of Ukrainian ambitions to Euro-Atlantic integration [Duleba 2009: 5]. This allowed to Russian companies to dictate the conditions about the gas deliveries, thus to shape and influence the politics in the region of Central Europe and to some extent with outcomes towards the whole EU.

Nevertheless, the gas crisis has forced the V4 countries to find the possibilities of re-shaping its energy security policy and to develop alternative sources of energy deliveries, less dependent on Russia. Despite the establishing of various policies for this purpose like Energy infrastructure priorities for 2020 and beyond, or Central and South-Eastern Europe Energy Connectivity (CESEC) as well developing several projects like Nabucco pipeline or Eastring pipeline, and Trans Anatolian Gas Pipeline (TANAP) or Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) with various degree of success, it does not allow the Visegrad Group and the whole EU, in general, to become sufficiently independent on the energy sources from Russia. While the crude oil deliveries from Russia have decreased, however, not very significantly, yet, the effectiveness of these policies is doubtful, as some Visegrad countries became even more dependent on Russian natural gas. The period

---

6 Czech Republic — 99.2 %; Hungary — 95.0 %; Slovakia — 84.6 %; Poland — 65.6 % from Natural gas imports from Russia in 2017 // EUROSTAT. URL: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographics/energy/bloc-2c.html (accessed: 25.11.2019); Slovakia — 74.0 %; Poland — 68.5 %; Hungary — 42.7 %; Czech Republic — 35.2 % from Imports of crude oil from Russia in 2017 // EUROSTAT. URL: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographics/energy/bloc-2c.html (accessed: 25.11.2019).

7 For comparison, match the numbers from previous page with — Imports of crude oil from Russia according to EUROSTAT 2009: Slovakia — 81.9 %; Hungary — 78.0 %; Poland — 74.6 %; Czech Republic — 49.8 % // EUROSTAT. URL: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographics/energy/bloc-2c.html (accessed: 25.11.2019).

8 Natural gas imports from Russia according to EUROSTAT 2009: Slovakia — 99.3 %; Hungary — 82.7 %; Poland — 82.0 %; Czech Republic — 65.4 % //
after the gas crisis and the EU’s extensive search for alternative sources of energy has brought also addressing attention away from significant issues in relations between the EU/Visegrad and Russia — the development of EU’s Eastern Partnership, described by Russia as an unfriendly gesture [Shishelina 2015: 72].

Russian Political Discourse in Visegrad Countries after the Ukrainian Crisis

The crisis in relations between the EU and Russia after the Ukrainian president Yanukovych refused to sign the Association Agreement with the EU in 2013 has brought some questions on the level of EU’s cohesion. The representatives of some EU member states reflected contradictory stances on the Ukrainian crisis and different levels of support towards the anti-Russian sanctions, while the same applies to the case of Visegrad Group which was among the EU’s regional factions the most skeptical to the political solution of crisis adopted by the EU. Except for Poland, the rest of the V4 members were reluctant to agree with Brussels on politics towards Russia what led into polarization of society [Stojarová 2018: 42] and misusing of political campaigns by various domestic political parties and movements of particular states to spread their pro-Russian, anti-Western ideologies [Gressel 2017: 3], with perception to achieve the sympathies of potential voters and to legitimize their actions [Sydoruk, Tyshchenko 2016: 25].

Finally, the governments of the Visegrad countries agreed on sanctions since 2014, however, each round of new sanctions has brought more objections from the representatives of the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia [Kucharczyk, Mesežnikov 2015: 12]. For instance, Czech President, Miloš Zeman stated that “sanctions are an expression of helplessness”9, while the Slovak Prime Minister (until 2018) Róbert Fico has repeatedly called for stop of the sanctions, for example with the statement like “nonsensical and harmful”10. The main reasons behind such statements of three Visegrad countries are certainly in economic and energy issues, and it illustrates that some Visegrad representatives are ambitious for pragmatic and efficient cooperation with Russia [Dangerfield 2012: 971]. After all, in a long-term historical perspective of cooperation, such opinions of Central European leaders on anti-Russian sanctions should be viewed as a natural and predictable outcome [Dangerfield 2015: 3]. Nonetheless, the next paragraph will illustrate another interesting phenomenon related to civic society that is affecting the distinct or specific affiliation of Central European countries towards Russia, an aspect that cannot be overlooked by politicians of particular governments, thus it is shaping their foreign policies as well.

Public Opinion on Russia among the Visegrad Member States

The most comprehensive public opinion poll up to date, realized by the Visegrad countries for the purpose of highlighting its administration after twenty-five years of cooperation12, will help us to understand some foreign policy trends of Central European countries towards Russia. Supplemented with the poll called “Trends of Visegrad Foreign Policy”13 conducted in 2015,

---

12 25 Years of the V4 as Seen by the Public — Project coordinated by the Institute for Public Affairs in Bratislava, analyzed the data from a representative sample of adult population of the four countries, gathered by following research agencies: STEM (Czech Republic), Tárki (Hungary), Stratega Market Research (Poland) and Focus (Slovakia). URL: http://www.visegradgroup.eu/documents/essays-articles/25-years-of-the-v4-as (accessed: 04.12.2019).
13 Trends of Visegrad Foreign Policy — Project supported by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs off the Czech Republic and the
the poll “25 Years of the V4 as Seen by the Public” has questioned citizens of the four countries not only about their awareness of domestic and inter-Visegrad issues but it also conducted research about foreign issues of the V4 with respect to organizations like NATO, the EU or other partners and allies outside the Visegrad and Euro-Atlantic structures. However, for the purpose of this analysis, we will use only data that are related to Russia.

According to the research, citizens of Slovakia (as a most strongly integrated Visegrad country with the EU in the institutional dimension [Pakulski 2016: 80]) expressed the highest level of trust towards Russia among the Visegrad countries. Answering the question: “To what extent can we trust and rely on the following nations?” (responses “definitely trust + rather trust” and “rather distrust + definitely distrust” are merged, without neutral responses “neither trust nor distrust” and “don’t know”, in %, expressing the trust to the V4 countries + Austria, Croatia, England, France, Germany, Russia, Slovenia, and Ukraine [Gyárfášová, Mesežnikov 2016: 20]) as much as 31 % of Slovaks expressed their trust towards to Russia, achieving the 8th place in their rankings, with Czech Republic on the first place, obtaining 78 %. What is more interesting on these results is the fact that Russia earned more trust than the V4 member — Hungary (30 %) and more than one of the NATO establishment initiator — the USA (27 %), or Slovakia’s neighbour — Ukraine (17 %). Evaluation of trust towards the Russia by the other V4 countries was quite different, whereas, except for the Poland where Russia obtained the last place with only 9 % of trust following the Ukraine (29 %), in Hungary with 16 % and in the Czech Republic 17 % of citizen’s trust, Russia achieved the 11th place, in both cases before Ukraine (14 and 13 % respectively).

With respect to the poll “Trends of Visegrad Foreign Policy” provided on civil servants, political representatives, etc., the findings are more remarkable. For example, on the question “Which countries are the 5 most important partners for your country’s foreign policy?” [Dostal 2015: 22] — for Visegrad Group in general, Russia achieved sixth place with 39.1 %, while for Hungary itself it occupied a significant third place with 73.3 % behind Germany and the USA. With the task to evaluate the importance of the countries from the list (the V4 + Austria, China, France, Germany, Israel, Lithuania, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine, and United Kingdom) with respect to particular Visegrad members, in general, the V4 evaluated the importance of Russia on the 4th place with 67.1 % in average, with the biggest significance in Hungary (81.4 %). However, to evaluate the quality of the V4 countries’ relations with the countries from the mentioned list, Russia achieved the worst mark on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 for very good and 5 for very bad) with 3.3 in average, with the best result in Slovakia (2.7).

Keeping in mind the dependence on energy security policy of the Visegrad Group from Russia, altogether with possible easiness of the representatives of the V4 (except Poland) to cooperate with Russia in pragmatic, efficient way as indicated in previous paragraph, it is no surprise that energy security is going to be the issue No.1 for their countries in the next five years — what is demonstrated in the poll by achieving the first place (on the question — How important will the following issue be for your country’s foreign policy in the next 5 years?) with 86.3 % for the Visegrad in general, while in Poland it achieved the highest value (90,4 %) [Dostal 2015: 28].

Conclusion

There is no common political stance or integrated foreign policy that reflects the substantial relations of the Visegrad Group towards Russia unanimously from Brussels, and which is similar for instance to the policy within the EU related to anti-Russian sanctions. The analysis proved that there are specific relations and opinions of single Visegrad countries that are different from the official EU-Russian discourse. These principles are built in most cases on pragmatic political issues and developed throughout the historical interconnections with

Open Society Foundations. It has been carried out in cooperation with the Center for EU Enlargement Studies — CENS (Hungary), the Central European Policy Institute — CEPI (Slovakia) and the Institute of Public Affairs — IPA (Poland). Via questionnaire, the project approached civil servants, experts, researchers, journalists, business and political representatives from Visegrad Group countries. URL: https://trendyv4.amo.cz/ (accessed: 04.12.2019).
contemporary effects and relations mainly in economic terms. Analysis showed that there are positive tendencies among the citizens and representatives of Visegrad, that are calling for cooperation with Russia what can be assumed as a source of EU’s non-coherence, however, the lack of consensus on Russia and deficient of common foreign policy of the V4, together with prioritization of the Brussels’ decisions above national — foreign policies in particular Visegrad countries makes it difficult to achieve full potential from this cooperation.

With exception of Poland, as the only Visegrad country which probably (and the most certainly) did not overcame the historical animosities with Russia, the polls have discovered the reasons (and potential) behind the “struggle” between domestic political parties of particular states, from leftist, nationalistic, anti-Western and conservative political spectre that manifests more sympathies towards Russia. These parties, stimulated by the principles of dissatisfaction towards the foreign policy of Brussels, nourished on anti-migration and pro-Russian discourse are standing against central-right, (neo)-liberal, West-oriented political spectre that is more or less anti-Russian adapted. Therefore, the context and course of the foreign policies of the both, the West, and the Russian Federation will be instrumental for shaping of the political discourse in the region of Central Europe that will influence the public opinion, the campaigns of the political parties, potential voters, and last but not least, the governments. Positive stances on Russia by the Hungarian president Viktor Orbán, pro-Russian sentiment of the Czech president Miloš Zeman, or negative attitudes towards anti-Russian sanctions of leading Slovak political parties like the Direction-Social Democracy (SMER-SD) or Slovak National Party (SNS) together with the rising popularity of populist, anti-Western party like “Kotleba-People’s party our Slovakia” (Kotleba-ĽSNS) can lead Poland to exit the cooperation within the Visegrad, and at the same time, the course of national, anti-Western and pro-Russian politics or anti-Russian, pro-Western campaigning will have a crucial effect on the future development of relations between the Visegrad and the EU, the Visegrad and Russia, or between EU and Russia. Thus, prevention of EU’s conflictual foreign policy discourse with Russia would be essential to alleviate tensions inside the EU, and to achieve more pragmatic relations with Russia, enabling the prospects for a win-win scenario.

Nevertheless, there is still Russian foreign policy with its specific instruments to play in the region of Central Europe but more importantly in the region of the EU’s Eastern Partnership (EaP) as it is not fully integrated into the Euro-Atlantic structures yet. In shaping of its foreign policy in the EaP region, it can overcome its faults from past, however, space for manoeuvring and cooperation is by deepening of Russian isolation in context of sanctions shrinking, thus it depends only on calculations of Russian foreign experts how the country would use its inventory and whether there are any other possibilities to prevent unwanted scenario — Russia’s loss of the influence in the region and even more isolation from the West.
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